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 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
 Wood Construction – Truss Rafter for a Chemical Storage Building 
 (15 minutes) 
 
Your job is to layout, cut and nail together a heel gusset (A) for a truss in a chemical storage building.  It is a 2-web, 22-ft 
span truss using a 5/12 slope, 2-ft truss spacing, 0 psf ceiling dead load and 44 psf maximum snow + roof dead load, with 
2x4 1100f lumber.  Use the fact sheet printed on the back to determine sizes and construction procedures for the heel 
gusset.   
 

1. Determine the required length (in feet) of the top chords.    Record it here:  ___________ (feet) 

2. Use the shortened top chord provided (do not make any cuts on it).  Measure and cut the angle on the bottom 
chord from the 2x4 provided.   

3. Layout and cut one of the two gussets from the plywood furnished. 

4. Nail the one gusset to the upper chord and bottom chord, as shown, with 5 nails, just to hold it together. 

 

Construct one side of this gusset joint. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the tools, materials, and sawhorse at your work station to complete this job.  When completed turn in your skill sheet 
and completed job for evaluation and leave your work station in order. 
 
 
 EVALUATION SCORE SHEET 
 ITEM  POINTS 
 POSSIBLE EARNED 
1. Length of top chord.......................................................................... 3 ______ 
2. Layout (angle) of bottom chord ....................................................... 6 ______ 
3. Size and angles of gussets ................................................................ 6 ______ 
4. Face grain of gusset to bottom chord ............................................... 2 ______ 
5. Location of gusset on chords ........................................................... 3 ______ 
6. Correct number of nails and proper nailing of gusset to chords ...... 2 ______ 
7. Use of tools, safety and work habits ................................................ 3 ______ 
 
                                                                     ..............................TOTAL 25 



Fact Sheet for 22-ft span, 2-web glued truss 
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